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Prereading 1 Jetnikoff, A. (1997) Concealing and Revealing: Boys, literacy and biculturalism  
 
Rationale 
 
When I began to research the identity construction of bicultural students, two major questions underpinning my 
investigation were: how do they gain access to mainstream school discourses, and what positions do they take 
up within those discourses? It seemed to me that there were many non Anglo-Celtic names appearing in the 
Speech Night prize lists, and increasingly there were more girls than boys walking across the stage to receive 
academic awards at the school at which I then taught. Why are these students doing so well? Rather than a 
disadvantage, to be bicultural seemed superficially at least to be a bonus. Obviously, the fact that the school 
these students attended has a largely middle class population probably worked in their favour, since these 
students’ parents could afford to pay for their education. Even so, many of these students were performing better 
academically than their mainstream middle class fellows. Good academic results alone, however, were not 
enough. The school is a regulatory site, which operates on a ‘normalising’ regime. These students succeeded 
because they worked out what practices were ‘normal’ and therefore powerful in the sometimes contradictory 
contexts of home, social life and school. As a consequence they become masters at concealing and revealing 
parts of their respective identities. These ideas have implications for social justice and equity in the classroom, 
where ethnic subjects are constantly barraged with mainstream Western ideas, themes, values, and classroom 
discourse practices such as talking and sharing personal ideas and texts. This paper looks at some of the 
findings of my research and how they might impact on culture and literacy in the classroom. 
 
In response to the declining performance of boys in subjects where verbal language is the primary means of 
expression and assessment [see ’Introduction’, pp. 1-11 of this book], how do bicultural boys perform? We 
might go back further and ask, where do non-Anglo boys stand in relation to Australian society? Research into 
ethnicity (Martin, 1991) points out that ’ethnic’ men can open the gate to power and privilege if they adopt 
‘universal aspirations’, which I interpret as the great Australian dream - success and money. While they are still 
forming their identities as adolescents, male bicultural students also belong better to the world of Anglo 
Australians if they adopt the practices of Anglo Australia. I suggest that bicultural students learn to ‘fit in’ by 
multiply constructing and reconstructing themselves according to the contexts in which they find themselves. 
Their self-construction is determined just as much by what is concealed as the sides of themselves they present 
as visible. Thus visibility becomes a factor in describing the experience of ethnic boys. If bicultural boys appear 
to be visibly different, by accent, complexion or body type (for instance Asian boys may be quite small) they are 
already more ‘conspicuous’ than Anglo boys. They must, therefore, downplay their smartness if they happen to 
be good at school work, as a ploy to be inconspicuous. They also conceal many aspects of themselves, such as 
cultural or religious beliefs, such as the Muslim boy who concealed his participation in the Islamic feast of 
Ramadan, eating with the hands, or only meat that is ‘halal’. Or the Yugoslavian boy who was the only boy 
present, silently sitting amongst a sea of girls, at a lunchtime Amnesty International presentation. In order to 
avoid pressure, they might never reveal to others important aspects of their identity construction outside the 
school, such as attending church or mosque or Buddhist meeting, abstinence from alcohol and dating girls, or 
even respect for parents or those in authority. The types of practices associated with ‘revealing’ oneself, typical 
of many English and humanities classrooms, thus could be anathema to bicultural boys, who keep many things 
to themselves, even from their ostensible ‘friends’. 
 
The parents of the students I interviewed all 'regulated' their children's study and behaviour at home, and often 
supported and encouraged them to be 'the best' at school. Thus in order to 'succeed' in their education and their 
lives, bicultural students also felt they had to behave, watch themselves, and be 'better than the rest'. Regulation 
at home carried over to the context of the school, where many more aspects of the gaze (teachers, 
administrators, peers) operated. This ultimately led to self-regulation.  
Bicultural boys thus do have a double battle to fight when constructing themselves and being constructed by 
others in the discourses of literacy in schools. Research suggests that boys as a group are doing poorly in 
comparison with girls in the study of English at school ['Introduction', pp. 1-11]. When the student has English 
as a second language and is busy constructing and reconstructing his identity in different contexts, he must 
move, sometimes fluidly and sometimes disruptively through various identities in order to cope. On the one 
hand, he thinks he must be academically successful in order to secure his future and good at sport in order to 
belong in terms of masculinity. On the other hand he must not appear 'too smart'. Though his command of 
formal English may be excellent, he must not appear to know or say too much, lest he be positioned as a 'skid' as 
well as black or 'ethnic'. 
 
 
Is there a difference between the sexes in terms of ethnicity?  
 
Parlo Singh (1992, p. 83) noted, 'clever girls ... made visible in the discourses of regulation, must constantly 
struggle to prove their cleverness'. If this is true of girls, who are 'othered' by the patriarchy, is it also true for 
ethnic students (girls and boys), who are 'othered' by white Anglo students, teachers or administrators? If this is 
so we might expect that ethnic girls have to try twice as hard again as their male counterparts. The particular 
school at which this study took place operated on the tenet of 'doing the right thing', so that visible self 
discipline and self regulation were valued and rewarded. 
 
In order to appear 'normal', bicultural girls have a further battle to fight in terms of identity construction, since 
they are also often positioned within Western society as sex objects. Thus they may be judged morally not only 
by social interactions and double standards of those of their own sex, but also by boys, both ethnic and 
mainstream. This construction of sexuality presents a double bind for girls whose marriages may be arranged for 
them, or who must remain virgins until marriage due to religious beliefs at home. They feel they must protect 
their morality against a barrage of sexual promiscuity in mythical images portrayed in the media. They may be 
positioned as the exotic other (Said, 1991) or 'too different' in appearance, neither of which is productive in 
constructing an identity. Once again, they move through these discourses, taking up positions within, or 
resisting pop culture images, and sexual politics, Girls are, however, advantaged in the language classroom, 
since it is acceptable for girls within our culture to 'speak themselves up' (Davies, 1994), amongst their friends 
and in classroom discourse, to reveal the personal and the private and to openly display emotion. Such use of 
language is typical of the sorts of speaking and writing we ask of students in mainstream English and 
Humanities classrooms. This advantage, of course, assumes that their cultural practices allow women a voice 
(Min-Ha, 1989; Singh, 1992). In Chinese and some other Asian cultures, girls are constructed to be very passive 
and boys are also taught to behave well in class, which means keeping quiet (Hird, 1996).  
 
Of the students I interviewed, two of them had received English subject prizes in the course of their secondary 
education - one was a Greek-French (ESL) girl, who had the highest Tertiary Entrance score in her cohort. The 
other was a Pakistani Muslim (ESL) boy, who received the Year 10 English prize. All the bicultural students I 
interviewed received either a Very High or High in English (the two highest levels of achievement in 
Queensland). The highest achieving student I have ever taught was an Italian girl Of the students I interviewed, 
two of them had received English subject prizes In each case, these students received High achievement level or 
above in subject English. Why? My theory is that each of these students had spent considerable effort in 
working so hard due to parental expectation that they had imbibed school practices as if they were second 
nature, They were incredibly motivated to belong, if not at school, then afterwards in society by choosing high 
paying professions, such as medicine, engineering, commerce, where their status and intelligence would no 
longer be doubted. Each of them was aware that university was a necessary step towards prestige and surety of 
employment in society. Therefore, the prerequisite for university entrance was to sacrifice all in the present for 
the rewards of the future. At school, therefore, they had to ‘do their best’, or ‘be the best’. 
 
If they were not the best, they worked with the best. One Danish boy who had arrived at school with no English 
at the age of eight, succeeded in entering university to study Engineering. He knew that English was his weakest 
subject, so he realised that to sit with friends who were good at English in class time would benefit his grades. 
He could pick up ideas and language from discussion of text in a group which he could not find himself, and to 
which he did not necessarily have to actively contribute. While this boy criticised the subject of English, he was 
unaware that the way students ‘do’ subject English, using talk and group work actually advantaged him in the 
long term, since he could learn by collaboration. He positioned himself within the English classroom as an 
outsider, who could only belong and succeed if he was working in a group who could ‘speak the language’ and 
this meant that he often worked with girls. Another reason why these students were doing well in English is that 
there are also some advantages in being bicultural in terms of literacy events in the classroom. Because the types 
of texts that students engage in within subject English open up many different possible worlds, bicultural 
students who have experienced other countries and living conditions were able to speak, read and write from 
positions of experience outside the mainstream. Sometimes this happens first hand and sometimes vicariously 
through parents’ and grandparents’ stories. Non mainstream narrative, imagery and characterisation are often 
highly valued in the classroom, since English teachers urge them to avoid the use of cliches. Expressions and 
idioms which may be common or cliched in another language sometimes translate into English sounding novel 
and interesting. Thus original use of language, worldly experience and diligence produce their own rewards in 
the language classroom. 
 
Reconstructing identities within the school discourses: sport, academic studies and ‘being inconspicuous 
and good’  
 
At school, bicultural boys have to constantly construct and reconstruct themselves in order to fit in. They take 
up positions within certain discourses and then change according to context h others. They must be ‘one of the 
boys’ on the football field, and sociable and ‘not too smart‘ in class. At home they must be high achievers, to 
overcome visible difference or to vindicate the efforts their parents have gone to in order to survive in a new 
country. A clear contradiction exists between the notion of having to work very hard for parents and authorities 
and not appearing to be too smart amongst peers. The boys’ narratives about themselves and their study habits 
bears out the idea that many Australian boys do not equate masculinity with academic intelligence or 
achievement [see ‘Introduction’, pp. 1-11]. Some bicultural boys, therefore, have to become tricksters, slaving at 
home to make up for what they pretend not to do at school. Even though they work hard at school, they do not 
do so loudly. They try to keep their intelligence inconspicuous, so that peers do not construct them as ‘skids’, 
and to maintain a sense of fitting into school life. Each of them was implicitly aware of the ways that they were 
positioned by others’ perceptions of them, and they took up positions within the discourses of school life 
accordingly. 
 
One Pakistani boy, Navin, believed he did 'not work hard enough', even though his out-of-school social life was 
curtailed by at least six mandatory hours of daily study. In the following transcript, he admonished himself: 
I should be happy. I've got to study so I can expect not to have enough leisure time. Usually when it's 
finished I'll be happy. During exams ... no way! Of course if you want to do better, you've gotta put the 
effort into it. It might take all the time that you want, but if you don't take it seriously you can expect to 
come back from school and just forget about it. Put your books in the car and wait for school to start 
again. But not many people do that, not if they want to get into uni. 
 
Do you resent studying that hard ever? 
 
No I think I should study harder. 
 
Privately, Navin perhaps compared himself to his hard-working siblings, which may have caused him to say that 
he should work harder. He also recognised the need to appear inconspicuous. Navin also knew that 'too smart' 
people were not well liked. He referred to another student, who received the highest possible Tertiary Entrance 
score very disparagingly. In fact he actively disassociated himself from an intelligent rival.  
 
I don't like hanging round smart people, like Ian K-, his head's just too big, he's such a dickhead. It's 
just that every time I see him he's always talking about ... 'Navin, how'd you go in the chemistry quiz', 
or something? He thinks he's not really being that obvious, but he's pretty sarcastic. 
 
It is as if Navin had taken up the position of willing participant in a masculine discourse of anti-intellectualism. 
Perhaps also he was positioning Ian in terms of ego, which was the antithesis of the humility espoused by his 
religion. It was not Ian's smartness per se that annoyed Navin, but his gloating behaviour. Ian had evidently not 
learned to downplay his intelligence and in doing so he forfeited popularity. Here Navin perceived that Ian was 
positioning him as less smart than he was, by asking him how he had gone in the chemistry quiz. Navin 
constructed Ian as an academic competitor, and perhaps he had had enough of this at home, since his two older 
siblings had both received the highest possible tertiary Entrance scores and had gone on to study medicine. 
Navin's arduous hours of homework, while satisfying his vigilant parents, were not visible to others at school. 
At school Navin did not work hard in class, preferring to socialise and talk, according to some of his teachers. 
He made up for this lack of work at home and he still managed to achieve the eighth highest Tertiary Entrance 
score in the school quorum. Was this one way he felt he could better fit in, since he already felt and looked 
different? Certainly within the discourses of school life he was often positioned as different. Navin did not have 
the luxury of appearing inconspicuous. He spoke of his visible difference as a black, Muslim boy, and he found 
other ways to 'belong' such as his sense of humour, which he said was 'the main thing for fitting into Australian 
life'. He was able to 'joke around' and waste time in class like many Australian boys, but he was not  always 
allowed to be 'himself' in class, where he had to conceal many parts of his identity and downplay his 
intelligence. Even the well-meaning History teacher, with an inclusive curriculum in mind, drew attention to his 
'otherness'. 
Like, sometimes in history or something the teacher might ask me to get up 
and talk about Islam, and that makes you feel really different. Then of 
course you feel different, but when you're doing maths, or playing 
football, you're just one of the crowd I s'pose. When you're openly telling 
everyone else that you're different, of course you feel different. 
 
Different discourses do multiple jobs. A European student, Mike, played sport not so much to fit in, but for 
'enjoyment and to maintain his health and fitness'. Within the same school discourse site, Navin saw sport as a 
way of being like the rest, where his visible difference was downplayed. African Trevor was positioned within 
the discourse of sport as a champion - an insider and record breaker, and also as both the captain of the rugby 
team and 'the best and fairest' player. He thus 'fitted' easily into this discourse. He felt 'different', however, when 
he was chosen to represent his school in the two highest possible student positions of boy school captain and 
head boarder. In taking up these positions he was not so sure of fitting in. Ironically the powerful discourse of 
the prefecture militated against Trevor's being 'one of the boys', since he was elevated in terms of status and 
prestige, above the rest of his schoolmates. He often felt he was being judged by others as black', and could not 
believe that 'anyone would look up to' him.  
 
Within Australian society with its 'tall poppy' discourse, it is powerful not to be openly knowledgeable. These 
boys were all very good at achieving extremely well while not visibly appearing outstanding to others amongst 
their peer group. Trevor, the African boy, was the exception to this, since he was positioned as very visible 
within the school's powerful discourses of the prefecture, sport and 'culture' (drama and music). The bicultural 
students I studied all kept a low profile at school. However, even Trevor maintained that drawing attention to 
yourself is not a good way to fit in. He agreed that 'typical Aussie' schoolboy practices of 'fighting and making 
trouble', were anathema to fitting in, at least when the authorities were watching. He could 'wrestle' with the 
boys, to fit in with them, but he had to learn how to do it against his better judgement. He expressed a belief in 
'doing the right thing' as part of the role he played as school captain. Even the European descended Cas and 
Mike, the 'white' boys I interviewed, saw 'not being too conspicuous' as an important feature in fitting in to 
school life in Australia. 
 
Like Navin, Cas also certainly constructed himself as 'sometimes a bit lazy', perhaps because he also may not 
have wanted to appear 'too smart'. Cas said he preferred to work 'as a member of a group, because usually there 
are a lot of people around me who are smarter than me ... that's in maths'. In order to learn from others he 
downplayed his intelligence. This may be symptomatic of his advice not to appear 'conspicuous'. Cas reflected 
Mike's wish to join a group situation at school for his weaker subject, which in Mike's case was English. 
Although both liked to work alone, they were both clever enough to maximise their potential at school. Cas said 
one of the things he disliked about Australian society was the generally bad attitude displayed when one was 
perceived as 'too intelligent'.  
 
What do you think people have to do to fit in to life in Australian society? 
Not, not say that you're a smart person. If you come out and say, 'I'm great, I'm very smart', that's one 
way not to fit in. 
 
Why do you think that is? 
 
I'm not sure. I suppose that's another thing about Australian culture. You don't try and do better 
academically ... That's something I don't like, when there's barriers in that way, just because there's 
jealousy or something there, or not wanting things to change. 
 
If we consider this transcript closely, there is a clear subtext operating. Cas was smart, and yet he knew that to 
fit in at school, he had to pretend not to be. Although he could keep a low profile himself in class, so as not to be 
considered too smart, it was an aspect of himself he had to conceal. He was being positioned by Other students 
to not stand out - to be one of the boys. Because the discourse of doing well was so important to these students 
and their parents, they had to find ways of moving through the powerful discourses of the school, reconstructing 
themselves for their peers and then again for their teachers, who also value ‘doing well’. These brief interview 
transcripts point out how particular discourses do multiple jobs. Thus a subject may activate each of the 
discourses according to context, or simply activate one, while others may activate and act on others in relation to 
themselves. For example to activate the discourse of sport, Trevor or Mike might each describe himself as 
sporty; by acting on or applying this discourse, Navin ‘fits in’ or engages in sport because it makes him feel less 
different. Cas was a spectator and therefore an outsider in the discourse of sport, since he did not play any sport 
at school. How others see and position these students within the discourse is also highly important. These 
positions were also connected with the students’ perceptions of body image and masculinity, since sportiness is 
such a male preoccupation in Australian society. All the bicultural students were high academic achievers, and 
yet they felt they had to hide their intelligence. What strategies can we employ to cater for cultural difference 
and positioning in the classroom? Being aware of multiple construction of identity means being sensitive to the 
inherent feeling of ‘difference’ or ’otherness’ of bicultural students, especially if they are visibly different. How 
can we translate this sensitivity into curricular concerns and our teaching practice? 
 
Developing a culturally inclusive task 
 
In the interests of social justice, teachers are urged to be culturally inclusive. I would like now to offer a 
suggested framework for approaching the process and production of a written text to demonstrate how cultural 
inclusion can take place in a main stream English classroom. Of course this can apply to the development of 
many different tasks across the curriculum, since we all use language in our teaching/ learning situations. The 
same basic principles would apply to other subjects. 
 
Autobiography - the self-reflexive narrative 
The following framework is not necessarily linear and is not intended as a series of lesson plans, but a general 
outline, offering some suggestions about ways to approach a commonly used genre in an inclusive way. As an 
example, I would like to develop the autobiographical genre, which seems to be a core genre requested in senior 
English. I have also chosen autobiography, since it is based on the idea of ‘personal narrative’, which is the very 
language that boys avoid. Furthermore, the autobiographical incident is one medium for valorising ‘agency’, to 
those whose voices may otherwise be marginalised, (Spivak, in Harayasam, 1989; Singh, 1995). Therefore those 
bicultural boys who are made visible by appearance, and stay silent publicly, may privately find a voice which is 
both powerful to themselves and sanctioned academically. 
 
Prewriting - modelling 
• In choosing models it is important to move outside the recognised canon of cultural heritage texts, 
since these are often limited to ’great men and great deeds’ (often of white heroes developing racially 
exclusive or imperialist subtexts). Include culturally diverse material in textual forms, including film 
and video. SBS is often a good source of films which represent cross-cultural perspectives. Look for 
recent texts in the school library, written by adolescents if possible. Kissing the Toad (1987) is a good 
text. In teaching autobiography, include texts written by Indigenous Australians as well as those from 
different 
cultures, including Indigenous cultures e.g. ‘Thancoupie’ (Thompson, 1990), Sally Morgan’s M y Place 
(1987) [a list of useful resources appears at the end of this paper). Work from previous years’ students is a 
good source of models as it shows students what can be done by those of their own age. The English 
Department I worked in produced an annual magazine which published a range of student work. This was 
always inspirational to students as they could see other students’ work in published form. 
 
• The teacher may select some texts, but encourage students to bring in their own examples of first 
person narrative, from their reading or viewing. Then in small groups and sometimes with the whole 
class, deconstruct the texts for meaning and subtext and the usual stylistic devices: themes, possible 
readings, narrative voice(s)/point of view (character positioning), imagery and time sequencing. It is 
important to point out that autobiography which is published rarely adheres to the absolute truth - it 
becomes a narrative, usually told in the first person, which reconstructs events (Brown and Jackson, 
1988). Connections can be made between various possible readings of the modelled texts and their own 
reading of experience in the past, which may, for instance be different from the one constructed by a 
brother, sister, father, mother, aunt or friend who may appear as a character in the retelling. 
• Read an extract of a scene of conflict or a fight e.g., ‘Wrestling’ (Kupers, 1994 [see Unit 41). There are 
many examples. I like Yevtuschenko’s autobiographical sketch, which allegorises Soviet repression in 
the guise of a street gang conflict. This is a good text to show how writing can work on many different 
levels, even autobiography. It is also a good instance of a person being positioned as ’outsider‘ and 
then as insider within a context - the street/the state. After reading the extract, encourage small group 
discussion or personal journal writing to note down response to the extract and then to note their own 
examples of conflict. Some people do not even like speaking in a small group and they can be given the 
option of writing alone. Give plenty of time or set this for homework - most people actually do like 
talking and writing about themselves; if they have had time to think. 
• Establish a checklist of features (which will be incorporated into the assessment criteria) encompassed 
by autobiographical writing. It may help to reframe the task at this point so that the idea of a journey, 
or a turning point or a slice of time and culture, may be included in its description and evaluation. 
Emphasis will obviously depend on the makeup of the class. 
 
• After the small group work, invite students to share their ideas around the class - to ’speak themselves 
up. ‘If at this point they do not want to share, they may just show the teacher or a friend or talk about 
their experiences. Point out that a first person narrative presents a slice of life which reflects historical 
time and culture. Some short extracts of migrant autobiographical experiences are included in a non-
fictional work, ‘A Bit of a Struggle’ (McCaughey, 1987). Of course sometimes bicultural students are 
very proud of their heritage and do not mind sharing publicly. I had one boy, for instance, share 
something which impressed everyone. The boy was a Highlander Niuginian and usually extremely 
passive in class, although his writing revealed his exceptional intelligence and good command of 
English, which was his fifth language! The students had been sharing anecdotes based around conflict 
in their lives as pre-drafting autobiographical incidents. It was Kas’s turn to share. He said, ‘Well we 
went to war with a neighbouring tribe (with spears and bows and arrows), over a piece of land that had 
belonged to our village for decades.’ Since the idea of going to war was foreign to all of us, the class 
engaged Kas in a lively discussion, and he was happy to reveal publicly a story which was very 
important to him and which taught the class about an incredibly different neighbouring culture. Had he 
not had time to prepare this incident, I doubt whether Kas would have shared his story aloud, Students 
will often complain that they have no experience worth writing about. It is important to frame the 
incident in some way, to show that even a tiny incident can have an impact on their lives. It can be the 
reading of a text, a viewing of a film and a response that made them think at some point, or feel or 
experience something differently. It can always be pointed out that they are not the same person at 
seventeen as they were at age ten. 
 
• There are other ways of beginning, other than writing down anecdotes and incidents from the past. 
Recording significant dreams can also offer a doorway to the subconscious. Ask students to talk to 
other members of their family, to recall events, to use photographs, books, journals, films, drawings or 
any kind of realia (authentic or realistic texts) which stimulates memory, or provides a picture of an 
incident. 
 
 
While Writing 
• When it comes to writing, the usual conferencing in between drafting is useful to extend ideas and 
develop images, etc. Talk here is important and I always encourage peer sharing during drafting. 
Students are often inspired by each other’s writing. I always keep a file of extra models, so that during 
writing, students can read and refer to these at points where they might be blocked. It is useful to show 
specifically how one published writer or a former student handled, for instance, a section of dialogue, 
or shifting time sequence in an interesting way which gives students something to study and then apply 
to their own writing. 
 
• If you have established a clear checklist for evaluating the autobiographical incidents with the students 
from the models, they should have a clear idea of the expectations of the task. Criteria can be referred 
to self-reflectively during the drafting process and peer conferencing stages. Encourage students to read 
passages of their stories aloud to each other or to you as they go.  
Post-writing 
 
• When the tasks have been assessed, invite some students to share their work. Sometimes I give them 
the option to include this as speaking assessment where they prepare a reading aloud of one of their 
written pieces throughout the year. The autobiographical extracts are always a popular choice and are 
often very moving. Students have commented on how amazing it is that a class can produce such 
interesting and diverse work. 
 
• These general ideas should help in the production of a text, but there are some hints also on how to 
include bicultural boys more in the classroom. The following hints may be of use in creating a 
culturally inclusive classroom. 
 
Some specific strategies for including bicultural boys 
• Perhaps one of the most important points to recognise is that it’s not always pleasant to be reminded 
that you are different. Be careful about what you ask bicultural students to publicly reveal. We must be 
aware of the sensitivities of those who represent other cultures and not put them ‘on the spot’. 
 
• Include culturally inclusive textual material. 
 
• Mix the groupings in the class, so that NESB students work with those who speak English as a first 
language, and boys and girls work together. Respect privacy - if you want the bicultural student to 
share his or her cultural knowledge, consult with the student first and perhaps invite someone from 
outside the community of the school, such as an Imam to come and speak to the class, rather than 
corner someone to reveal more than they might wish to, in front of their peers. 
• Allow plenty of wait time for classroom turn taking and responding to questions. 
• During drafting, encourage students to share aspects of their cultural or personal experience in small 
group situations, with those with whom they feel comfortable: with just one friend or maybe the 
teacher. If the student speaks English as a second or foreign language, drafting ideas orally onto a tape 
may be helpful.  
• Give them ample time to prepare their contributions to the class, if they are going to share what they 
write orally during pre-drafting or after final draft stage. This way, students from other cultures can 
speak privately about their own experience which may be culturally specific and enriching if developed 
quietly and then shared publicly. I have never been refused, when asking bicultural students if I could 
read aloud their work to the class after they have been assessed. This way, polished ideas about other 
cultures can be shared and included, without positioning the student as other - let them take up their 
own positions within classroom discourse. Consultation beforehand is essential so that any parts of the 
story that are too private can be edited gently. 
 
These few rules of thumb may mean the difference between a mediocre and an outstanding, culturally enriching 
set of narratives and a safe classroom in which to experiment with form and text. 
 
Some of these principles of course also apply to boys in general, since boys must struggle with the kinds of 
ways we do English, and must reconstruct themselves between masculine constructions such as macho 
sportsman and sensitive writer/speaker of English. I have seen many boys perfectly capable of doing both but 
these boys are the self-regulators, or amongst those rare people who enjoy being constructed as 'different'. The 
difference between bicultural and mainstream boys is that the latter are less likely to be 'othered,' merely by 
appearance in particular contexts. They don't have to struggle as much with their identities in the interface 
between school and home and social life in order to ‘belong'. What is revealed and what is concealed are 
significant and need to be taken into account if, as we all espouse, we are working towards social equity in our 
classrooms. 
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